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Abstract 
According to classical studies the principle of biochemistry in pathogenic prevailing are proportionate to 

nitrogen sources or protein sources in host. Also in cooler climate peptide-bonds remain unbroken in 

freezing to cool temperature hence life-span can become higher in cool climates. The principle with two 

theories either lowering temperature, or else lowering protein diets can make your life-span longer and 

better. In contrast a high proteins in tropical climate can be risky often. Keep on protecting peptide-bonds 

lead to longer life-spans in cooler-climates, in contrary a high contents protein may invite diseases in 

tropical climate and hence we may follow Amino-acids’ therapy. Evidence found that all herbivore 

species remain diseases-less compare carnivore species and diseases of cold waters fisheries far low than 

warm waters. 
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1. Introduction 

Lets no diseases curing with Isoprene (in references Das et al. 2021 to 2022) with hydrophobic 

of Isoprene, Fats etc are well known, Moisture below 60 percent is ideal too for avoiding 

germs and pathogens. More hydrophilic proteins often get spoiled and is prone to many 

diseases, like arthritis, uric acids, guts etc unless it is converted to Amino-acids or else added 

with fatty bio-molecules. This practices are ever been followed in Ayurveda. In recent-days 

Diseases-therapy with selective Amino acids, are now being possible avoiding hazardous and 

risky surgeries, and this may be entirely the opposite process in recent days very popular gene-

editing techniques. Diseases-free with vegetable may be possible in two ways first by lowering 

protein percentage and secondly by adding Isoprene Lets conclude with an example in 

fisheries science, all herbivore species have almost zero-diseases problems, unlike carnivore 

species. Since Vegetable contains not only minimum amount of proteins but the other method 

of escaping diseases being vegetarian additionally vegetable produce Isoprene more the holly 

biomolecule to spoil germs at their genomic breakages, revealed in recent times identified by 

the Author. 

 

Materials and Method 

Data science applied in (Fig. 1 Fig.2 and Fig 3) using a long-term 5 years-time series data of 

river Ganges is used to find Machine learning techniques using stochastic relations 
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Fig 1: Coliform Bacteria is proportionate to environmental Nitrogen avaiable 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Coli-form Bacteria or any others pathogenic population may enhanced proportionate to temperature rising. 
 

 

 
 

Fig 3: May warmness got a negatively relational to known life expectancy as observed in male population and approximated 10 percent more in 

female, this may be owing to non-breakdown, slowly or steady breakdown of peptide bonds of living proteins macro bio-molecules with rising 

temperature. 
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Results and Discussions 

May be in recent days we find that where there is no 

plantations there may be global warming in contrast 

plantations may resulted global cooling and hence better life 

expectancy. This is as per the digital study that principally in 

biochemistry all pathogenic prevailing may proportionate to 

nitrogen sources or protein sources in host. Also, in cooler 

climate peptide-bonds remain unbroken in freezing to cool 

temperature hence life-span can become higher in coool 

climates. The principle with two theories either lowering 

temperature, or else lowering protein diets can make your life-

span longer and better. In contrast a high protein in tropical 

climate can be risky often. Keep on protecting peptide-bonds 

lead to longer life-spans in cooler-climates, in contrary a high 

contents protein may invite diseases in tropical climate and 

hence we may follow Aminoacids’ therapy. Evidence found 

that all herbivore species remain diseases-less compare ti 

carnivore species and diseases of cold waters fisheries far low 

than warm waters. 

 

Conclusions 

Pathogenic contaminations can be avoided with amino acids’ 

therapy, including diagnostics instead of proteins intake. In 

mankind. All we may know that proteins are most prone to 

diseases to every animals and mankind. Also we may know 

every other foods substances like Carbohydrates, Fats, 

Vitamins, Waters and Essential minerals are always safer 

from pathogens, germs or virus’s only exceptions are proteins. 

Proteins gets decayed owing to germs pathogens or viruses 

and many detrimental effects occur owing to pathogenic 

organisms. Proteins can be however stored longer periods if 

this can be converted in amino acids forms. Amino acids can 

be obtained from strategic hydrolysis of proteins through 

scientific means, one such process is acid hydrolysis. Acid 

hydrolysis followed by amino acid separations with their iso-

electric points, known can be used in all disease-therapies as 

well as preventive measures to mankind. With given example 

whoever may be suffering cartilage or bone-join or knee 

problems may be cured with preferred and selective amino 

acids viz. Proline, Hydroxy-Proline, Glycine and Alanine etc., 

the major composition of collagen. People may have cardiac 

problem can be restored with other selective amino acids 

known to its constituents. Whereas environment wise the 

most pathogens are airborne since air may contain maximum 

nitrogen derivatives like NO2, NO3 etc and hence inductive to 

pathogens to the environment with adequate moisture viz. 

having more than 60 percent relative humidity. This Available 

nitrogen in air gets more when there is more nitrogen in air 

NO3 froms acts. Ammonium nitrogen helps pathogens under 

anaerobic conditions. Atmospheric available nitrogen may 

have relations with available nitrogenous compounds in soil 

and water environments and may pathogens prevail. Author 

microbial or pathogenic control or prevention can be possible 

with Isoprene and simplest hydrocarbon found there can be 

zero pathogen in the environments when Isoprene or 

hydrocarbon, or fatty foam derivatives found around more 

than 30 ppm in air or water or may be in soil environments. 

Beside Isoprene digitally Ayurveda totally can spoil all evil-

proteins, virions, microbes mere foreign-proteins, unlike 

multi-cellular, can easily get denatured with plants acids (pH 

< 6.5) or with plants alkaloids (pH > 8.0) and Isoprene in 

between. This research study found in fisheries and mankind, 

the very well-known fact to mankind is that pathogenic or 

foreign-proteins, namely virus and bacteria can be denatured 

with mild Ayurvedic acids or Alkaloids along with Amino 

acids. In Fisheries research we may find even a low-priced 

Tilapia species can become wonders when we obtained 

essential amino acids with scientific hydrolysis and in this 

process a non-fish eaters may obtain Amino acids as 

lifesaving medicines.  
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